
1 English Mathematics for spanish people

1.1 How to read numbers

1.1.1 Natural numbers

First, we have to know the main cardinal numbers:

1: one 11: eleven 10: ten 100: one hundred
2: two 12: twelve 20: twenty 1000: one thousand
3: three 13: thirteen 30: thirty 1,000,000: one million
4: four 14: fourteen 40: fourty 1,000,000,000,000: one billion*
5: �ve 15: �fteen 50: �fty
6: six 16: sixteen 60: sixty
7: seven 17: seventeen 70: seventy
8: eight 18: eighteen 80: eighty
9: nine 19: nineteen 90: ninety

To write the names of the numbers between twenty and one hundred, we add a hyphen (-), while
the spanish names for the numbers between twenty and thirty are written as a single word, in
the same way than the numbers from sixteen (dieciséis) to nineteen (diecinueve), using the y
conjunction for the rest of the numbers from thirty to one hundred:

21: twenty-one (veintiuno), 22: twenty-two (veintidós) ... 29: twenty-nine (veintinueve)

47: fourty-seven (cuarenta y siete), 62: sixty-two (sesenta y dos)

We write the numbers between one hundred and one thousand in a similar way, with no hyphen.
Note that the spanish names use a single word for it. It's also normal to use and before the last
number:

264: two hundred and sixty-four (doscientos sesenta y cuatro)

517: �ve hundred and seventeen (quinientos diecisiete)

703: seven hundred and three (setecientos tres)

As in spanish language, we usually read bigger numbers making groups of three numbers, but we
must use commas instead of points to separate them:

34,285: thirty-four thousand two hundred and eighty-�ve
4,209,057: four million two hundred nine thousand and �fty-seven
356,812,290: three hundred �fty-six million eight hundred twelve thousand two hundred and ninety

* Be careful with the USA billion, because it correspond to a thousand million (1,000,000,000) in
UK and Spain. In this way,

8,940,000,000: eight thousand nine hundred and forty million (UK) or
8,940,000,000: eight billion nine hundred and forty million (USA)
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